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Refrain:
Gravity, Gravity
All matter has a force
That pulls things towards its core.
Gravity, Gravity
Is what we call that force.
Verse 1
If the Earth is a ball, why don’t we fall off while it spins around?
If the Earth is a ball, why don’t we all go flying off the ground?
Well, the Earth has a force that pulls and draws all matter toward its core.
And the pull of the force called “gravity” is why we don’t fall off.
Refrain
Verse 2
The Earth is so large that each little part appears to be quite flat.
But the Earth is a ball and we never fall off due to a simple fact.
There’s a force that draws you toward its core no matter where you’re at.
And before you fly from the face of the earth there’s a force to counteract.
Refrain
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The Big Picture
Why do We Stick?
Everything that has mass has a gravitational pull (force) on every other object
around it. The bigger the object the greater the force. For example, the Sun is a
really big mass and its gravitational pull is what keeps all the planets (including
ours) rotating around it. Otherwise all the planets
would be floating aimlessly in space.
People have mass and we exert a gravitational force,
although not nearly as strong as the Sun’s. The
gravitational force pulling people to the Earth is why we
do not fall off our planet. The gravitational force is also
dependent on how far away the objects are from each
other. For example, there is a stronger gravitational force between the Earth and
the Moon, than the Earth and Jupiter because the Moon is much closer to Earth
than Jupiter.
Less Gravity, Less Weight
The gravitational force affects how much we weigh. Our weight on the Earth is
more than our weight on the Moon because there is a stronger gravitational pull on
Earth. While our weight may change, our mass does not. This is because mass is the
amount of stuff we are made of and that stays the same no matter where we are.
Falling Together
The gravitational force is the same on all objects, so things that fall from the
same height hit the ground at the same time unless there is some additional air
resistance built in. For example, feathers might fall more slowly than a bowling ball
if they were dropped together at the same time. That is because the shape of the
feather acts a bit like a parachute slowing the feather down. This is caused by the
air resistance. If there were no air for the feather to fall through (for example, if
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the feather was falling in a vacuum) then the feather would fall at the same rate
as the bowling ball.

Vocabulary

Force - The push or pull on an object.
Matter - Is the stuff that makes up everything around us. The building blocks of
matter are atoms and molecules.
Mass - Measures how much matter there is in an object. It is similar to weight, but
weight can change if the gravitational force changes. Mass does not change.
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Falling Facts
•

Gravity is a force that always pulls; it never pushes. Magnetism, another kind
of force, both pushes and pulls (repels and attracts.)

•

The force of gravity is what provides direction for plants to grow. When
plants were taken into space on a shuttle mission, they grew in all different
directions due to the almost total lack of gravity.

•

We cannot feel gravity. We do know the effects of gravity when we drop a
book or jump in the air and get pulled down to the ground.

•

We are shorter at the end of each day than we were in the morning from
the continual gravitational pull. During the night, lying flat in bed, we regain
our lost height.

•

Gravity exists everywhere in the universe, including space! The lighter pull
of gravity experienced in space is correctly referred to as “microgravity”
rather than “zero gravity”.

What Do You Think?

When did the first person figure out that gravity was a force of attraction, and
that the bigger the object, the stronger the force?
a) 1969
b) 1492
c) 1687
(Answer: c – In 1687 Sir Isaac Newton was the first person to figure out the law
of universal gravitation.)
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Falling into Place

How many new words can you make from the letters in Gravitational Force?
1.___________________`

6.______________________

2.___________________

7.______________________

3.___________________

8.______________________

4.___________________

9._______________________

5.___________________

10______________________

Weighty Resources

Discover Magazine Gravity Facts.
http://discovermagazine.com/2013/julyaug/23-20-things-you-didnt-know-aboutgravity
Exploratorium - Calculate Your Weight on Other Planets.
https://www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/weight/
Very good information on gravity, mass and air-resistance.
http://www.physics4kids.com/files/motion_gravity.html
Provides historical background to understanding of gravity.
http://www.activewild.com/gravity-for-kids/
Next Generation Science Standards.
http://www.nextgenscience.org/overview-topics
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Activity 1
Anti-Gravity Magnets
Activity Type
Do @ Home or
School

Grade Level(s)
2-6 (Younger,
with adult
assistance)

Next Generation Science Standards
Science Practice: 1,3,4,5,8
Cross-cutting Concepts: 2,3,5,7
Core Ideas: Physical Science: 1,2

Here’s the Story
The Earth’s gravity pulls on all objects on the Earth. That’s what holds us down on the
surface of the Earth. Magnetism is another invisible force that influences objects on
Earth. Magnets can lift metal objects away from Earth’s gravity, but only to a point. The
pull of magnetic forces also diminishes with distance. Eventually, an object can become
too massive (or be at too great a distance) for even the strongest magnet and the force
of gravity will pull it down to the surface of the Earth.

What’s the Point?
To play with magnets and some magnetic materials to see how they can overcome Earth’s
gravity and how this may change as the weight and distance of the materials change.

Materials Needed (per person)
• Metal or wood ruler
• Plastic or wood building blocks
• Four flat ring or disc magnets
• Paper clips of different sizes

Safety Considerations
• Paper clips and small magnets are
choking hazards for very young
children.

How-To-Do
1. Make two towers of building blocks, separated by enough space so that you can
make a “bridge” by suspending the ruler between the two towers.
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2. Attach magnets to the ruler, spacing them apart evenly, and leaving ends of ruler
free to rest on the towers of blocks. The magnets should be on the
underside of your ruler “bridge”. If using wood ruler, tape magnets to
ruler.
3. Touch a small paper clip to one of the magnets. Then continue to add small
clips by touching them to the previous clip until you have a number of clips
dangling.
4. Now, try again with larger clips and another magnet on the ruler. How many of
each can you add before the weight of the clip chain pulls it down or the clips at
the ends of the chains get too far from the magnets?

Taking it further
Alternate the small and large clips on one chain. How does that change the number of
clips you can dangle from the magnet? Try making clumps of clips rather than chains.
Double up the magnets, or try different types of magnets. How does this change the
number of clips you can hang? Try other small metal objects such as closed safety pins,
hairpins, etc.

hat You Can Observe/Learn
Magnets will hold a chain or clump of clips until the combined weight of the clips becomes
too much and/or the magnetic force diminishes with distance.

Amazing Gravity Facts
• The higher something is, the greater gravitational potential energy it has. The
electric power we get from falling water (hydroelectric power) takes advantage of
the force generated by this potential energy.
•

In an amusement park, riders on the down hill part of a roller coaster ride can
experience a force of up to 6 times that of normal earth gravity.

•

NASA is trying to develop anti-gravity “tractor beams” that would create an
attractive force that could overcome gravity.
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Forceful Resources
What is anti-gravity? How Stuff Works.
http://science.howstuffworks.com/innovation/science-questions/antigravity.htm
U Colorado PhET Skateboard Park Simulation.
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/energy-skate-park-basics/latest/energy-skatepark-basics_en.html
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Activity Type
Do @ Home or
School

Grade Level(s)
5-8 (Younger, with
adult assistance)

Next Generation Science Standards
Science Practice: 1,2,3,4,5,6,8
Cross-cutting Concepts: 1,2,3,7
Core Ideas-Physical Science: 1,2,3
Earth and Space Science: 1,2

Here’s the Story
Gravity keeps the stars and planets in their places in the universe. The Sun’s
gravity keeps our planets in orbit. A planet’s gravity keeps its moons in orbit. Less
massive objects (such as comets or asteroids) moving through space are attracted
by the gravity of larger objects such as suns and planets. Sometimes these smaller
objects will be pulled to the surface of a planet or moon.

On Earth,
many of the
objects will
burn up in
our dense
atmosphere
,but since our Moon has no atmosphere, even small objects that are drawn in by the
Moon’s gravity can hit the surface and create impact craters.

What’s the Point?
To model the process of impact crater formation and to observe the results of
different collisions.
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Materials Needed (per person)
• Aluminum roasting pans
• Play sand
• Dark-colored Kool-Aid powder
• Flour
• Marbles of various sizes
• Measuring tapes and rulers
• Pencil and paper for collecting
data/drawing
• Tarp or shower curtain (optional)

Safety Considerations
• Fast-moving marbles can
hurt if they hit you!

How-To-Do
1. Put at least 2-inches of sand in a roasting pan so that the bottom of the pan
is covered. Smooth the sand to level it.
2. Sprinkle a thin layer of colored drink powder over the sand.
3. Sprinkle a thin layer of flour over the drink powder.
4. Place the trays on the floor (on a tarp or shower curtain to contain mess)
and measure from the top of the flour/sand to the point from which you will
drop your marble. Record the height.
5. Drop a marble into the tray, and then carefully remove it. Using the ruler,
measure the diameter of the “crater”. Now measure the width of the
ejected material (flour, sand and drink mix powder). Record your results
and/or draw pictures of the craters.

Taking it further
Use larger marbles or small irregular stones. Drop objects from different heights.
Gently toss objects rather than drop. How do these changes impact the size and
shape of your craters and the size, shape and pattern of ejected materials?

hat You Can Observe/Learn
The greater the force of an impact, the bigger and deeper the crater and the
greater the spread of ejected material from below will be. Force can be increased
by dropping objects from a greater height and/or by accelerating (throwing) the
object. Different strike angles will also influence the size, shape and depth of the
craters and the ejected material.
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Fun Facts
• Tides are caused by the rotation of the Earth and the gravitational effects
of the Moon and Sun.
•

Our perception of gravity is more influenced by our body position than by
what we can see. Experiments have revealed that we are better at judging
how an object will fall when we are sitting up, rather than lying down.

Falling Resources
NASA Exploring the Moon Educator Guide.
https://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/topnav/materials/listbytype/Explori
ng.the.Moon.html
Windows to the Universe-Planetary Motion Pages.
http://www.windows2universe.org/the_universe/uts/planets.html
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